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I_NTRODUCTiON
Thls tec.hnlcalnote summarizes the Laboratory Investigation, requirements
of Contract NAS 8-11_76 between Lockheed Missiles & Space COml_ny and
.
NASA's Ymr_Imll Space Flight Ccn_er and covers a period from July 1964
th?ough February 15, 1965. The investigation included experiments _ith
liquid hydrogen, liquid o_gen, and llqu[d rocket fuel (RP-1) to determine
the fcaslbil!ty of using an RF resonant-cavlty technique for :_etectlng
the ]Jquld level. The effects of filling rates, internal tank insulation,
slosh baffles, surface condltlorz, and suehion lines on accuracy and mode
j_plng _ere studied. _n accordance with contra_t requirements, the__xt
or second phase is to demonstrate the use of thls technique In co_Junctlon
_ith large-sr_aletanks.
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SU,_2,_RY
The basic principl_ of the _F re_onant-cavity_ llquid-senslng technique
is that the dielectric pro_rty of a fluid contained in a tar_ (cavity)
_ith conducting _alls causes t_ _eson_nt frequency to change in
proportion to the amount of that fluid in the cavity. The cavity is
excited by radio frequenc_ (RF) electrical energy and a change Is detected
in the resonant frequency when it is compared to that of the empty tank.
By applyir_ a scaling factor_ the level or volume of the fluid in the tank
is determined.
An alumllmm cryogenic tank, 21; in. diameter and 24 in. high, and a
copper tank_ 22.5 in. _ide and 22.5 in. high and havlng a O._20-in.-
thLck _all were used for th_ investigation. The.testing of the liquid
hydrogen and liquid oxygen was conducted at the cryogenic facility at
the Lockheed Santa Cruz Test Base. _e RPol testing was conducted at the
Lockheed facility in the Moffett Field Hsngsr No. 1. Simulated testing
for proving system designs _as conducted in the development laborato_'y
of Lockheed's Research and Development facilities in Building 151 at
Sunnyvale, California.
Two types of RF instrumentation systems _ere employed. The first type
_as a sweep g._neratorthat required manual tracking of the resonant
frequency. The second type use_ a self-exclted oscillator technique _m
which the tank was the _requency-determinin6 element. Supporting instru-
mcntatlon for the cr/ogenlc testing consisted of three typea that were
l a
m , - .................. . ............. ..,,.,,,,,. , ,. , _
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: mounted l_SiK!ethe ta_:. One set of four resistance temperature probes
,?
!
(RTB's). Two of the_e _Jeremounted at th_ same height and, therefore,
i
only thl-eediscrete el'_elscould be detected. A series of i0 carbon
-L
resistors provided oontinuous level mo_Ltoring _ith a discrete level point
at each of the i0 resistor location. The third type consisted of 12
independent carbon resistors. Each of these resistors provided a positive
indication of bein_ in or out of the cryogenic liquid. Liquid measure and
: scales for _elghlng _ere used for determining the amounts or levels ofi
RP-I.
_: The various internal tarJ_conflguratlons Included a simulated slosh baffle,
a simulated metallic suction line, and internal cryogenic insulation. For
simulating zero "g," an internal tank void _as provided by a hollow non-
metallic tube.
Tank measurements were made "todetermine all modes, phase and impedance
characteristics, and to determine the effect of the internal tank corfft_,ga-
rations.
The influence of zurface effects on system accuracy and moda Jumping
_as investigated. Durl_ the cryogenic tests, the vent v_lye _as
closed. This caused the +_rJ_pressure to increase and t_s stop surface
i boiling. With several different liquid levels of RP-I, ti_ tank uas
"_ tilted up to 60 degrees from the vertical and the chamge _n resonant
frequency _as recorded. Also, _Ith _P-I, the tank _as mechanically oscil-
i! fated until _olent sloshing occurred.
:I
_ :Tables, illustrations_ data plots, and dial.areszre included _ith the
discussion.
j
.2|m_ IH _ n IH _
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IV
Some of the more importantresults of th_ laboratoryinvestigationare
_,
as fol±o_s: _.
o The radlo_frequency, resor_nt.-cavlty sensing technique is sultable
for llquidolevel determination°
o The techr_que offers a high degree of accuracy _ith good resolution. :
o The technlque offers fast response _ith excell_ _peatabillty.
o Ins_llation of a system is simple_ _elght and power requir_ents
are lo_, a_ reli_billty is high.
o System accuracy remains _ithin acceptable tolerances under changing
surface conditions.
o Internal tank com_Ig_ation_ and the st_clfic ]_iq_lu must be taken
Into consideration during the design of the system.
o Test results conformto the theory.
o Zero "g" simulatedtest results indicatethat the techniquemay '*
prove suitablefor determiningllqu_.dl_:,w.l(¢olume)measurements
under a zero "_" condition.
3
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DISCUSSION
Background
The use of RF techniques to measure cryogenic or other liquid In s fuel
_, tar_ is based on the fact that the tark can be r_de to function as ak
,_ cavity resonator. The resonant frequencies _lll be influenced by the
shape of the tank and by the amount of the dlelectri= in the tank. The
-'_ change in resonant frequency can be calibrated to indicate the change
in the quantity o2 x_uel.
For a right circular cylindez"cavity, resonant ,_avelength can be dete:.'-
,!
mined b_rthe following formula3*
= (+)..........2 2: D +
!  here
-,_
_,_ _k= free space _Tavelengthof the resonant frequencle_ ' '
D = cavity diameter
_ L = cavity length
= _th 1
_, Xlm __ root of Jl (X) = 0 for the TE modes
or mth root of Jl (X) - 0 for the '_4modes
n = number of one-half _avelengths along the axis
An extremely large number of field configurations (modes) are pe_=_.ble,
and these can be calculated by utilizing the appropriate Bessel functi:_n
•_ *-C_rolG. Montgomery. Tec,mique of Microwave Measurements, McGra__Nill
; Book Co., N.Y. 19_7, pp. 297-308
i,, ,, , _ ,,,,
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iroot in the above formula, in practice, however, cavity oscillators are
Imuall_ designed to operate in one of t_ lower _-der modes, with the final
choice belog governed by frequency, tuning, Q, coup]log considerations, or
a combination of these factors. The table below lists roots of Jl (X) _
1
and J (X) for several of the lower order modes.*
I
- z -
_l'_l 1.8_l I/L _!.Ol° 2._,05 o
TEll2 1.841 2/L _I011 2.h05 1/L
_o_ 3.832 I/L _llO 3.832 0
_.'211 3.051_ _L _MOI2 2.405 2/L
_ul 3.832 1/5 "
Fi]llng the cavity wi_n dielectric material increases the wavelength over
the free-space value in accordance with the following formula:
!
W\=_ _ Er
where Er is the relative dlelect;ic con_tsnt of the m_terlal introduced
into the cavity, i
Cavity size for the exper_nental program,was determined by cryogenic
tank availablllty. Ideally, to _avor the _ modes, the ratio L/D should
be less than i, whereas, to _avor TE modes L _ I_ shot,ld apply. In
D
each case the lowest order mode should be d_sdw.n_. Loop placement and
orientation can also be adjusted to favor a given mode. This was dope in
the case uf the Phase I experimental prosram, since the _D ratio was i.
_Fbr 'a more complete llstl_ see: Roger F. Harrington, Time-Earmonie
El_ro_snetlc F_id,,McOra_-mn _k Co.,N.Y.,19o_0_----
_HarrinEton, op cir. pp. 213-16
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w# Two experimental approaches were investigated One consisted of sweeping
the taN_ with a slgr_l generator and noting the change in resonant frequency
as a _mction of fill. The other approach utilized the_tank as the
._. frequency-determinir_zelement of an oscillator, and the change in frequency
was determined as a function of a_ount of liquid in the tank.
_: Instrumentation
A "blockdlagr_m of the experiment_l sweep generator RF system is shown in
Figure i. An operator manually tracked the resor_nt peak depicted on the
oscilloscope t;ace. This was accomplished by tuning the output frequency
of the Hewlett-Packard Model 608 signal generator (No. l) to maintain a
frequency marker at the tank resonant frequency as displayed on the
oscilloscope. Figure 2 Illustrates a typical oscilloscope trace with a
frequency marker at the resonant peak. Signal generator No. 2 (H-P Model
608) was cet near the empty resonan_ frequency of the tank. The difference
: frequency between the two signal generators was detected by the balanced
modulator, and the output applied to an H-P Model 524 frequency counter.
A digital prlnt-out of the difference frequency was provided at fixed
intervals of two (2) seconds for most of the tests.
©
The ex_per_nentalself-oscil/ating RF system is shown in Figure 3. The
wide-band UHF amplifier provided positive feedbsck across the tank, 8nd
the combination served as an RF oscillator. The HoP 608 slgmal generator
|
, we. set at or near the empty-tank frequency. As the tank filled, ft
decreased in frequency, and fo " ft (_F) increased as a function of the
amount of dielectric in the t_nk. The 0 - 50 Me band-pass amplifier
,%
6
,i ,, , ,| ,, , il i i i i m,_
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_{ served as a filter u_alnst the su_ frequencies and also provided s_:fficlent
_:_ amplitude tu drive the electrcnic colmter As was the case for the _._nual
:_ system, the _ F and elaIsed time were printed out in digital form.
Cryogenic Tes_i,_g
Liquid hydrogen (LH2) and liquid oxygen (IDX) were tested at the Lockheed
Santa Cruz Test Base (SCTB) fecilicy.
i_ LITdd H.¥droaenTests. Seven separate I_H_ _ests were conducted, and the
test conditions for each run are provided _ith the.individual summary.
i
The sequence of testing as outlined in the Lockheed Specification No.
I/4SCTS 6528029, Rev. B was closely followed. The experimental sweep
generator RF system (Figure l) was used for all the LH2 tests.
Resistance thermometers (RTB_s) and carbon resistors were used to determine
the level of the L_ and t_is serve as calibration points for the RF
system. Figure 4 is a typical chart recording of one of the series carbon
resistors. The internel tank instrumentation without and with the baffles
installed is shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
LH2 Test _An No. ].. The first test, consisting of a single-fill and bell-
off cycle, was conducted on 22 October 196_. The 2_-inch-dlameter alumlr_
ta_k was internally insulated, no slosh baffle was used, and a fiberglass
. fill line extended into the tank.
The empty-tank resonant frequency was approximately 376 Me. _otal RF
frequency shift over the fili cycle was about 38 Me. Figure 7 shows a
--_ plot of _F versus elapsed t_me during the test run. Only the three RTB
le_l points _ere available for comparison on this test; however, the test
1965025751-016
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d_d p, ove v,_,:ab]e a,-,_ _y:,.t,,.mcheck st:./o.s s q&%liSatlve indlc_tor
or' tI_ fe._slb_lity of tl_, P_' me,_hod of ]1,_o.I&_level _ensing. The experl- !
mental data also indicated that a time delay _as required for the RTB _.
sensors to rc,_-,,ht_ L32 terns?rat',he° ThJ;, del_.y probably accounted ,-,
for t_ frequency d_', -..: ,' _-_ncyat e g.lven check point between fill and ,.
boil-off cycles. !
L*-b _t Fern No. 2. T_,e *e_",, w,_;_ conduc¢_,d on 23:0cJ-c;be.v with conditions _
identical to those established fc,r Teat R_n Re. I. The test p_"oe,-dure_as j
mod:.I1ed slightly _n tt_,t the f.i.Ll-,_as,_,c,,:,o-_pi_bedin three _:teps _Ith a
ten-minu£e boil-off between stopZ ;_!_ _.nl 3.-% ss noted on tb_ _F versus
time plot of Figure 8. On "-t,,_ fi,n_l hoii-off cycle, back pressure was
allowed to it,crease fz_c,m2 psig to 20 psig in order to quiet the surface
of the liqald. T_,_eoutput of tbe eont=n'uo,5-_ces_stor_level sensor was not
properl_r r_nged and the pea w'.,_dr'iron off the chart as soon _s the resistors
were exposed to the cold gas; therefore, oni_ tk.e t_hree RTB sensors provided _.
an output for _ "- _* "'_ ..... i .....
It m_y be noted from. Fi_me 8 tb_, the ._esor_nt freq.ueucy of _,het'_zk
remained es_e.ati,_,llyconstant d_Lr, g __:',":i_ere_sed back-pressure periods,
Indicating that s_rf_ce d_:,'.<'_go&.'_ce_, such _s those caused by normal boil-
ing, _,_pparentl¥ do not int'_o_;:,._ee' me_-_U'r'o'r, ex_t e,r.rors.
t?+.'., _-s'+ Run ;No .3, This test _as conducted 9.8 October 19614, The test
coodLtions _ere identical r,o those for .R_u;.Nos. i and 2 except that a
,, p_ece of O.O03_in.-t_.ick copp'r _',_,':l',+1rt.'w_,dew_.,__apped a_-ound the
pc,rtion of the f_.ll llne extending into th-_ tank. '2_e fell _das internally ,
gro'_mded and provided _ realistlc s_am/lation of a metal fill iLne.
15
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Empty resonant frequcnry sh)ft.cd fr_ approximately 376 Mc to approxlr_tely &
373 Mc an4 t_ho "_o_i /',Fwas about _2 Me as compared wlth 38 Me for Rim
Nos. 1 and 2.
This test provided da_a co_JJde.-ably improved over that obtained from Runs
Nos. i and 2 because a snbst--nt_£1 number of calibration points was avaj!-
able. The u_..-overi_ of each of the lO carbon resistors was discernible frc_
the continuous-liquld-level chart reeordJn_ d_in_ the boil-off cycle.
A plot of li_aid level versu._ A_t_ I._ sho-_n in _'igure 9- The fill portion
of #_e test x_Ln is plolted 8_ain_5 1.he h',_.-ee__:'Dpoints. Tne diffel-ence
_mt'_een these three points and corzespond_ng resistor sensor polnt$ obtained
dl;ri_ t_e boil-off cycle %_s probably due to the thermal lag of the R_B
sensors. _he response of an RT_ is go_d; however, the total mass of
Lhe probe and splash_ of the !_ caused uncertainty in the readings.
L__2 _.s*. _n .No. 4. Run i_o. _ _s made on 29 October 1964. Physical
parameters of the tank were identical to those of run 3. The fill was
accomplished in 3 :_teps, wit-h boil-off cycles :[u between as for Run No. 2.
The back pressure _ms permitted Lo bu_.]4 up ro 20 psig :;wlce during the.
boil-off. F_,._&t_e_0 _ho_:s _tplot +._nk fill vers%Is change in resonant
frequency. Again, limited calibr_ _ion points were avai]Bble during fill_
however, the da%_ obtained _ere generai!y cons [s_en[0 with tho_e of Bun No.
3. The boil-off provided good comgarativc data. The two l_,ess,tre cycles
during boil-off ca_ed no appreclaDle ._bift __n _F, thus corroborati_
the results of _ No. _ The _.53 dat_. were qtL_ widely dispersed as
_as noted duri_ the. precedin_ "_es%s.
@
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2.L_st _=n ,. 5- This _ei_trun wos conducted on 17 November 1964.
" The Jnter_al insulation _'_s removed from the tank, approximately 2-_2
f
inches of fiberglas insulation was %,rappedaround the tank, and solid foam
i
o- Ir_ulatlon _as p_aced extern_ily on %he top and bott_n of the.tank. The :,
tank and insul_tlon _'ereplaced in a plastic bag which was purged with
• helium d_rinZ the test run. Twelve 2.4 K ohm carbon resistors were -
added .to the internal instrnmentatlon. Each resistor was connected to a
separate recording ch_nnei.
:, _"_neoutputs from the continuous-liquid-level carbon resistor l_nes, _he
%
RTB's, and the 12 separate carbon resistors were recorded and ccmpared i
with the AF. _
Figure ii illustra_s liquid height as determined by the slngle-reslstor
sensors and the correspo_cllng frequency difference for each calibrationi
point, The discrepancies between fill and drain cycles _ere much less than -.
_hen RTB's were used for camparlson purposes. Note also that when start-
i_g with a '_rra "_uk, the reso_nt frequency skt.f'_d up_,_rd before startl_
• the normally downward shift. This can be adequately explained by tank
contraction during the coolin_ process. If the tank had cooled from 29_'K :,
, down to O'K, frequency would have shifted upward by about 1.74 Mc due to ,"
the decrease in cavity diameter.*r
I
,i
For the _010 mode, the formula for _avelength at resonance given in a
, preceding section simplifies to _,
i1
= 7_ D = 1.3056 D ;
_ Xlm
where D = cavity diameter and Xlm : appropriate root of Bessel Function = 2._05.
• Goldsmith) _termau, and Hlrschorn, _ndbook of T_rm.ophysica!gf- Properties_ _.S.o1:t co., vow. :,. a. ;;
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The rcsor_nt _aveler4_thof the tari:can be calculated by placing th_ _lue !
: i
of D in tl_ above formula for a glw_.ntemperature. Conversely, if resormnt I
I
frequency is l-nm_nat ambient and after the tank has cooled, the temperature I
.- chance of the ta_/:can be estimated. Actually, the frequency c_nge _as I
about 1-3 Mc, indicating tb_t the tank cooled to.approximately 123"K, which !_
seems reasonable. Figure 12 is a plot of linear thermal expansion versus I
temperature for aluminum. As nearly as could be determined from t_ I
i, reference material, the expansion characteristics of t_ common aluminum
I
alloys are practically identical to t_at of px_e ai_ninum. I!}
During the boil-off cycle of this test, the flll valve accldently opened.
: This _ms detected with t_ RF system, and operators monitoring the other
i
sensor systems were alerted. However, several minute_ had elapsed before
confirmation from the fill..linepressu_'eand valves posltion sensing devices
was apparent. Cyclical variations over small frequency ranges were noted
just prior to the decrease of resonant frequency which i_icated fill.
._ I_ is postulated that the fill valve opened in an erratic manne_ and the
liquid was introduced in spurts, with boil-off in between. It was further
assumed that finally the valve remained open, thus resulting in a normal
!
refilling.
LK2 Test Run No; 6. This run %,asconducted on 18 November 196_, and the
. same test conditions applied here as for Run No. 5. _o power f_ilures
were experienced during the course of the test, and tha digital printer
f_iled toward the end of the boil-off cycle. These detracted very little
• from the value of the test which fact can be ascertained from the plot of
liquid height versus frequency differencp shows in Fi&_re i_. The
frequency shlf_ near the empty condition was not as _'eat as that for the
previou_ run in _hich tests were started with a _azm trunk. Ice from test
1965025751-028


Run No. 5 coated the tank external insulation. The frequency shifted
about 0.7 Mc _n the LH2 wms introduced. This _ould indicate that
the tank walls -_ereat e temperature of about 213"K and then cooled
to 122°K. Ti_ data agreed quite well over most of the fill and drain
cycle with the data for Run No. 5.
LH_ Test Run No. 7. This test run _,.asconducted on 25 November 1964.
Simulated metal slosh baffles and a fill llne were placed in the tank,
causir_ the empty resonant frequency to be raised to about 396 Mc.
Data for the test are plotted in Figure l_. Note that when nearly _
f
empty the resonant _requency increased by approximately 1.6 Mc before turn-
ll_ and behaving normally. The resooant frequency was essentially deter-
mined by the inside diameter of the baffles. Since the baffles _ere not
_ttached to the tank walls, they reached equilibrium much more rapidly
with the introduction of LH2 than was the case for the bare tank wall.
Hence, there was greater contraction and a corr_zpondingly larger shift in
the resonant frequency. The flattening of the curve near full,was not
observed in tests with noncryogenlc materials. Presumably, the contraction
of the upper rings of the baffle more than offset the normal frequency
change effects due to the LE2 fill. Near the empty tank condition, other
resonant modes were observed, which were probably caused by contraction
of the baffles. This resulted in poor electrical contact with the tank
walls.
For this run, the series resistor liquid-level sensor provided calibration
checkpoints on both the fill and drain cycles. A plot of liquid height
versus A F appears on Figure 15. Note that up through resistor lO a_.eement
25
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I'4quite good with Figure 14 in which individual carbon resistors _.cre
7
the _ensing elen_nts.
, .Li_u_aqxy_enT_st__s.Tests _vereconducted a_ the SCTB facility on
.( 25-27 January 1965. The taN: contained a teflon fill line, and the 12
?
individual level-sensing carbon resistors moanted on a teflon tube _hat
extended the length of the ta_ mldway bcbween the center axis and the __
,_ sldewaxl. The tan/-and Instrumentation are shown in Figures 16 and 17.
Because of possible incompatibility with LOX, the fibergla,s for the fill
line an'_instrumentation boards removed from the tank. .a nlct of the test
_, results is shown in Figure ]_. Note th_ similarity between the liquid
height,versus _F curve for LOX and those for L_. Empty resor_nt
frequency was 377 Mc for the _4010 _ode, and the frequency decreased to
about 314 Mc _hen the tamk was full. Empty taN_ Q was about 300.
, On the ba_ is of RP-1 test results d.escribedin the following section,
it _,_santicipated t_t the TMoI1 mode would be used for the iOX testify.
,; However, thls mode wa_ suppressed with t_ carbon resistor 2nstrumentatlon
and associated wiring in t_: taN_. Consequently. a fill and drain was
conducted, using the sweep generator RF system in _he _MoI0 mode. [:
t
Also depleted in Figure 18 are results for the self-excited _F system.
.; The ia_trumentatlon was taken out of the tank, and '_he_M011 m_de _aa
operative , n enpty to about 1/6 fUll.. In tl_ _4010 mode, self-exclted
operation _as possible continuously from a I0 in. liqu!d level to a completely
full tank. This covered approximately 60 percent of the range. In addition,
oscillation in this mode oocurred at t_o other points durln_ _he fill
' as indicated on Figure 18.
28
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resonant frequency for the 'IMoI1 mode at the 12-in. level would represent
a measurement error of about 0.15 of a gallon out of about 24 gallons
_. or about 0.6 percent. On the other hand, t_ 4.7-Mc _hlft in the %10
_' mode at the 6=in ....vel _15 gallons) represented a measurement error of
1 gallon or 6.6 percent.
Fill tests were also made wlth baffles placed in the tank, and results
are shown in Figure 22. For the _Oll mode, the empty resonant frequency
L
shifted downward to about 4.3 Me. The resonant frequency of the _M010
F-
mode shifted upward to abet _ 400 Mc, as war t}_ case for the L_ tests
with baffles. The TEllI resonance was not observed over the fill cycle.
There was considerable instability in resonance as the tank was filled
with double or triple resonance peaks occurring at irregular intervals. •
It is likely t_t the RP-1 covering the baffle caused the conducting path
between the baffle and tank wall to vary. if t_ baffle were an integral
part of the ta_J_structure, such spurious resonances would probably
disappear.
Severe tilting of the tank, when about half _ull of RP-I, caused shifting
of the resonant frequencies as indicated in Fi&nare23. The frequency
shift did not follow the same pattern as was observed without the use l:,
of baffles. It was about the same for the two observed modes. Here, again,
-, variation _in conductivity between baffles and tank _alls probably influenced
resonance cl_racteristics. Severe sloshin_ caused the resonant frequency
to shift +_2Mc (±4 percent measurement error) about the center frequency
in the _4011 mode. Placing a metal fill line in the tank, whether baffles
were present or not, caused rather extensive shifts in resonant peaks.
These resonances _ere a function of fill-line axial position and penetration
1965025751-037
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kInto the tank. As a typical example, with the ta_A_ full of RP-I (46
.j
gallons with the t_ffles in place), a fill llr_ in the center caused the !
' _0]l resonanceto shift from 30_ Mc to approximately32-6Mc. _
Measurement Accurac_r. A calibration run _.:asmade for the _Mo11 mode in :_
_lhich resonant frequency _as determined at 42 points over the fill cycle, i
TI_ HP-I fuel was either v_asured prior to transferin_ it to the taN_ or
_elghed as it was removed.
Without reference to the calibration carve, a,_d starting with some liquid i;
in the tank, another complete fill cycle was run. Resonant frequency
difference (_F) at four additional check points _as a]_o noted as the
liquid was pumped from the. tank. The results of these tests are shown
in Table l, and a plot of the test results is shown in Figure 2_. Note !
that the check run follows calibrated values extremely well. This is
further illustrated by Figure 25 _hich i_ a plot of percent of full scale
of the measurementerror. Measurementswere repeatable,and"it is believed
t_mt t_e larger errors _mre iu_ go (1) weighing and measuring errors, and
(2) the fuel _hat remained in the taN_ at the near-empty condition.
Actually, near the empty-tank condition, accuracy with the _Oll mode !
would be some_l_t better, since the frequency cl_nges are more than
500 Kc with each pound of RP-I added to the tank In this portion of the "
flll cycle.
Zero "_" Simulation Measurements
t
The schedulepermittedan investigationof the effects of zero "g" on the
RF resonantcavity sensingtechnique. To simulatezero "g" conditionsfor
L_, a void was created in the ;ank. A hollow _ _/8-1n. outside diameter
2,9
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7&'
Romper Fuel, RP-1, Tests
"i
These tests were run at Locluheedfacilities In the hangar area at Moffett
i
_ Field be ._en 12 December 1964 and 8 January 1965. Several different
types of tests ware conducted and are discussed separately.
:_ Res9rmnt Ck_Vact3ristlcs of the Tank. A series of fills was made to
_. accurately determine the resonant characteristics of the 24 in. aluminum
; tank utilizing RP-_ fuel. Tests results for the tank without baffles or
fill litresare shown in Figure 19. The _lqOl0 mode has the same characteristic
shape exhibited for LE2 and L0X tests. The NOI I mode, while somewhat
high,i-in frequency, dld show much improved _F, particularly when nearly |
empty. The TEll I mode also had good frequency resolution with fill. near
empty but was considerably lower in amplitude than the other modes. The
_MOI0 mode exhibited a double resonance over the entire fill cycle, with
t_hesolid llne always being several decibels greater In amplitude. To i
i
further illustrate the improved characteristics of the NOI I mode over the i
NO1 O mod_ for the tank used in the tests, both curves appear in Figure 20. i
The NO1 O _ changedfrom379Mc dowato 262 Me, whereas the %11 mode !!
had a frequency range from 448 Mc to 310 Me. In addl_ion, amplitude of
the %1 _ mode was 6-20 db great_,rover the fill cycle. The Q was
approximately i000.
Tests were taken at several different fuel levels to determine resonant-
frequency shifts as a function of tilt angle and mode. The results of these
teet_ are shown in Figure 21. Note particularly that the N011 mode : :
exhibited less shift in resonant frequency at the more severe tilt angles
' th:.ndid the _010"mode. At the smaller tilt angles, a 600-kc shift in
I
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R_'I Z_ P indicated i__ Percent -
LBS. -Check Run'"Calib.Rrn Error - Lbs. Error Tank Fill' '
o ! ol o , _ _ o -
5.9' 3_ 323_ -42 .I_ i._
12.65 7.628 I 0".858 $
L.45 3.99
26.9 ; 14.398 il;.5-_* -.31 .09 ' 8.49
36.9 19.55 I 19.722 - .35 .II 11.64
, W.O 2_.486 I 2_._ o o X_.83 i
%-9 28.480 I 28,601 - .32 ,i0 17,95
76.9 35,192 + .18 .05 _4.26
87.0 37 934 + .40 -13 27.44
97.9 .. 40,937 -.75 .24 30.88
I
: I07.1 _.942 - .25 .08 33.79
116,9 45.185 45.29 i - .27 .08 3,5,88
126.9 4y._ 47.781 - ,27 .08 40.03 .
136.9 50.41k 50.403 + .oh, .01 43.19
z_.9 _3._36 _._!9 + .4_ .13 _.3_
; 156.9 ,56.581 5o,574"i + .o2 .o1 49.50
165.9 60.348 , 5P.905 +0.88 . .28 52.33
17_.2 ' 63.510 ! 63.857 -1.16 .36 54.50
182 66.699 :6_.395 +0.79 .25 57.41
19_" 7o.98 _o.8:,.6 +o.39" .12 6o._"r
.,. .2oe i rs. 5 7.5.5_u" I -o.1o .o3 63.72
':_12 I 8o,176 -8o,26_ .I -.i8 .o5 _:.86 ,
• 222 I 85.062 85.232 !' - .14 .04 70.03
2_ • 90.201 90.203 ! -.04 .01 73,19 :"
:.,. 251.9 .:;,00;,593 io0.7o2 I -.2o .e5 79._6
261,9. 105.990 106,113 I -,23 ,07 82,62
• _u.9m.'r',_ m._9 'i +._.'r .o_ 8_.w
@ ¢
281.B =.1.2o_ n_.2T, I -.1o • .o3 89.90
2 !.2 I_2.856 122,766 I + ;I_ .0_ 91.86
3ol.a m9._62 _).22o J +..'.o6 : ._e 9_._ : '
. : _ 311.2" " 135;838 135,948 ! _" ,16 _' ,05 98.17 "
I
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cardboard tube extendir_ tr_ entire length of the tan1:provided t_ void.
A second series of experiments was conducted by containing 3-5 quarts of a
dielectric (polystyrene pellets) material in a plastic bag. The bag _Is
positioned In several locations in the copper tank.
Figure 26 Illustrates t_e results of the center void simulation. Tbm tube
was very lossy and caused the output to drop by approximately _4 db and
the Q to decrease from 1800 to less than 100. The curve shows that ._F
curves with and without the void _ere nearly parallel indicating that the only
change was due to the difference in the amount of dielectric in the tank.
".
For the reverse condltion_ i.e. with the dielectric contained in a plastic
_g_ various posltlon_ of the dielectric resulted in an error of approxl-
mately 2.5 percent. Table 77 is a tabulation of the data obtained during the
experiment. The empty tank frequency was _74.6 Me.
Table II
RESONAI_TFREQUENCY AS A FtrNCTION
OF DIELECTRIC [DCATION WITHIN COPPER TANK
i ,, • li
Position of Dielectlc • _4011 _MOIO TEIll
Uniformly on Bottom ;#71.6Mc _03.7 Mc ? 5.2 Mc
Top Along Axis 469.0 Mc 398 Mc 36 Mc
Center Axis 472.6 Xc 39_-7Me 386.2Xc
Bottom Axis 465 Mc 400 Mc 385 Mc
Top, Parallel to Axls 469.5 Mc 402 Me 392 Mc
Center, Parallel to Axis 471.5 Mc 399 _.!c 392.5 Mc
Bottom, Parallel to Axis 468.5 Me _ Mc 390 Mc
Impedance Measurements. After determlnLng that the _M011 mode showed
greatly improved re:_onant-frequency charac_ristlcs near the empty-ta_k
conditions the spurious resonance near the _010 mode could not be easily
eliminated, the decision was made to utilize the _MO11 mode for the self-
excited system in tests with RP-1 fuel. Prior to this decision, however,
m :'"
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a brief investigation of t_ _4011 mode was made to determine resonance
eharacterlsti¢£ o'er the entire fill cycle. The following factors were
determi,_edin the course of these tests:
o For the empty tank, the _4011 resonance occurred at 450 Me and was
free of ar4fspurious resonances. Q was about i000 and voltage amplitude
was 16 times that of the _0!0 mode.
o The _4011 peak remained stronger than for any other mode over the
entire fill range.
o The amplitude of the peak decreased, at most, by a factor of 15 over
the range.
o Q remained near iO00 thrm_hout the fill.
o The _O11 response remained clean and undistorted without spurlou_ peaks
over the fill ramge.
o The amplitude of the _010 decreased mlch mcme severely as a function
of fill.
o A k!gher mode (_ii) appeared, but it remained negligible until the
tank _as nearly full, where amplitude _ms 6 db less than the _Mo11
mode. Full resonant frequency for this mode was abo-t 445 Me.
To utilize the _MoI1 mode in the self-excited RF system, the Znput and
output impedances of the tar_ and the wlde-band amplifier were determlned,
and the frequency response of the emplifle_ was tailored to favor this
mode. A plot of the._mpLtfler gain cheracterlstlcs after retunlz_ is
sho_n in ¥1_ure 27. Note that gain is good to 450 Mc and then decreases
qulte rapidly. A gain of better than 20 db do_n to 180 Mc is avaLlabZe.
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The input :nedance of the tank, with the output terminated with 50
ohr_s,wa_ measured with a VHF bridge. The input admittance as a function
of liquid content is presented in Table III and plotted in Figure 28.
Admittance rather than impedance was preseDted because of more precise
readings from a Smith chart calculator. It may be observed from Figure
28 that susceptance starts at zero for the empty tank and then rises linearly
to constant value for increasin_ fill level. The conductance remained
constant until roughly half full and then dropped to another constant
[
until roughly half full and then dropped to another constant value for
the remainder of the fill c2cle.
The tank output feeds into a wide-band amplifier, with an Input impedance
that varies with frequency. In order to compensate for thls changing
impedance, it needs to be ]mown over the frequency range of the fill
cycle. Accordingly, measurements were taken with the VHF bridge in incre-
ments of i0 Mc from _50 Mc down to 300 Mc. The results are tabulated in
Table IV and plotted in Figure 29 . The input impedance was referenced
to the top of the input connector.
The reactive component of this impedance was capacitive for all frequencies
except 450 Mc and 440 Mc. The amplifier circuit as shown in Figure 30
has coupling capacitors at the input to the base of the first transistor.
One _ould expect, therefore, that the impedance be capacitive at all
frequencles. The inductive reactance observed _as q_te small and could
have been due to the length of lead from the top of the input conuectcr
to the capacitor terminal. This inductive reactance could have been
sllghtly greater than the capacltlw reactance at the frequencies involved.
The error ln t he phase-angle readir_ frc_ the bridge is _Iso enoch to
account for _his inductance.
l
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TABLE IIl
TANK IMPEI_NCE*
...... _or_,nzed'i_ut**_ _ormal_zeaInput**_
r_v._1,(_.) .... , ,. Con.a_z_n_e Co_a._e ,
0 .24 +.01
3 .22 -.18
6 .25 -.16
9 .26 -.L_
12 .22 -.O8
15 .z8 -.
18 .08 -.125 _
20 " .i0 -•i0
22 .Ii -.12
23 .lo -.15 ",_ !_
23 1/2 .11 -.o8 ',i-
24 .16 -•09
L
!
Content (gal.) I'
/,
0 •15 +. Ol _'i
1 .155 +.005 _:
2 -. 180 +.005 __-
3 .16o -.o25 !
.13o -.125
i
5 .16o -.o66
6 .16o -. zoo
.175 _-.o8 : •
8 •].75 -.08
9 .175 -.07 ,
i0 .200 -•07 '.
n. .185 -.o7 ;I
'i
I
w_
'liohm load on output i_*Characteristic impedance Zo = 50 ohms i
48 . i!
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_ TABLE IV
AMPLIFIER IMPEDANCE*
Nor_,allzedInput** NormalizedInput**
_equency (Me/S)Resistance Reactance
45o .43 +.o4
44o .41 +.o5
430 .47 -.05
420 .46 -.lo
410 .52 -.21
4oo .5o -.25
390 .53 -.27
380 •53 -.34
370 •55 -.37
360 .55 -.43 "
350 .52 -._7
340 .67 -.62
330 .57 -.63 '
320 .58 -.70
310 .61 -.75
300 .57 -.91
J
*50 ohm load on the amplifier output
_Character_stic impedance Zo = 50 ohms
u,
. ' - - w
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tThe purpose of t,he a&mittance and Lmpedance measurements was to detezmine
circuit c_zracteristics in sufficient detail to determine requirements as )_
to phase shift ar_ isolation for the amplifier in an experi_-ntal; self-
excited RF system. L_
SeLf Sxcited System. The +_chnlque of measuring dielectric (fuel) contento
using the self-osc!llating system req_,iresthat the to+_!-phase shift
_rL_hndthe feed'rmc/_loop be zero. The lengths of cable leading fram the
tank to the.amplifier input and fram the amplifier output to the tank can
be adjusted so that the input impedance of the tank and the amplifier J:
be pure real at a single frequency. Because the system must operate over
t
a range of frequencies, t_ optimum choice of cable lengths should be for
the middle frequency in the range. Then subsequent phase shifts at
q
othe_ frequen_iesnw_hld_remain small enough to keep the loop in Oscil-
L
lation. Attenuators at the input and output of the amplifier can help
by providlng isolation, but only if the _pen loop gain does not fall
below unity. Isolators and matching devices would also be usef_,l,but
J
are not available as stock items at these frequencies. Size, cost, and |
!
delivery schedules were such as to preclude use of custom-_allt devices
for this appJ.ication.
In accordance with the impedance measurements, the cables were tailored
to be 0.520, 0.770, and 0.,=57wavelengths at 380 Mc (the middle frequency
of the RP-1 fill range). The first two cables differed by _/4 and were
u_ed between the amplifier output and the tank. The third cable connected
the tard_to the amplifier input (See Fi_e 3). The first two were used
separately to determine which worked best _hen the balanced modular was
placed on the amplifier input or output.
1965025751-059
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L
: The tent %_s _tarted with the tanh a-._ro-_Lua¢_}_ half full with t_e
J
0.520 /,O (?O = waveler4_th at 380Mc) cable on the amplifier ou*put.
t
i Operation fr_n 393 Mc down to 332 Kc vas possible by changing to the
0.770 cable on amplifier output around 3QuOMe. Tna taNc w_s then emptied
; u_tll approximately 2 gallons of fuel re_:ined. 'l_nesystem oscillated at
4_i Mc wtth _h_ 0.567Ao cable on the a_pllfie_: inout and t_he 0.770:\ o.
cable on the output. No other available cable combination was satisfac_ )ry.
When _ balanced modulator _.as placed on the input, the loop osciLleted,
with slight %_vei'orm distortion. With the balanced m_lulator on the output,
the waveform was clean and Imdistorted. Upon adding RP.-i, the feedback a
i loop maintained strong oscillations up to 4!0 Mc at _hi_q point the power
supp]j- lead to the amplifier broke. Other cables were tried during this
)
, run from b_l Mc, but oscillation could not be sustained. The waveform
continued to be best with the balanced modulator or, the amplifier output
|
; rather than the lnlmt.
__ Results of the tests indicate t_t self-oscillation can be maintained with ___
proper cable adjustment. However s it is apparent that, with a_ilable Instru- [
mentatlon, input impedance measurements and properly tailored cable Ii
_ lengths predicted on such measurements are required for each dielectric
material utilized. While this is permissible for a custom installation,
where only one fuel is utilized, it has serious drawbacks in _n e_erlmental
setup where tests are _onducted on a variety of liquids.
Dry Dielectric Tests
i To aid in establishment of instrumentation and test procedure, to co_flrm
_ RF loop size and placement, and to furnish backup material with other
%
-!
1
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6Jel.:c_rtcmaterials, a thinly _:ailedcof.pertar_ _ms fabricated in
dimenslorm reasonably near tho-e of the 24:-7nch.aluminum tarlQ. Tests
_ere conducted at various times durirggPk_se i, particularly during t1_
early stages whcn izstrumentation requirer.:cntswere _ing investigated.
The talZ_also proved a valuable aid in determining _,Ide-ban_amplifier
rcquirez_ntu and investigatir._the self-exited oscillator syztem.
R_ .onant Characteristics of Tk_ Copter Ta_u. P_th the diameter and
the height of the c_p_er tar_ were 2-2.5in. Therefore, resor_nt frequencies
for the modes were slightly higher tbmn those for the aluminum tank as
indicated in tl_ tabulation be!o_2:
_IOlI 474.6 Mc
Z401o _93.8 Mc i
TEllI 396.8 Mc
The ta_ Q was extremely high, particularly _ith the lid securely soldered _
in place. For example, Q was in excess of 5,000 for the _4010 mode.
Measurements of Q for the 'S4011mode %"eremade with zhe lid placed on
the tal_ (but not soldered) and were about 1803. This value would undoubtedly
l:mvebeen ILigherled the li_ been soldered in !)lace.
The resonant-frequency characteristics of the c_pper tar_.as a function
of fill are depicted in Figure 31_ Note tb'_ttl_ _010 mode curve is _
quite slm_lar to that for the liquids t_._stedin the 24-in. aluminum tank.
Th_ TEllI mode has be_tterfill characteristics near empty than does the
TM010 mode. This is in accordance with experimental findings of other
investigators.* It is to be noted, ho_:ever,that for this tank and pickup
_G.A.Bunr;sand C. J. Meierbacktol, "Propellant Gaging Utilizing Radio
Frequency Techniques," (imper presented a_ the 1964 SAE Convention)
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i10013configuration this izodewas lo_lerin _4_plitudeby 30 to 22 db than
was the _lO11 mode over the el'.tirefill cycle.
With baffles placed in the taN_ the emp_ resonant frequency for the
• • • o
_IO10 mode increased 23 Mc to 427 Mr. A fill curve in .¢m.ch the polystyrene
2
pellet Cielectric material _as used (as above) is shown in Figure 32.
With 38 galLns of dielectric material in tl-_tsnk, the resonant x_zequency
was about 3?2 Me. C_neral shape of the fall ,:urveagrees _ell with t_t
for RP-1. As indicated previously, however, the fill curve for L_, _ith :
[
baffles in the taN;, _as skewed near the ful2.position.
Based on the resonant-frequency c.hangebetween empty and full condJ _ions,
the relative dietectric constant of the po]Jstyrene pellets was slightly
_dgher than 1.7. _.
Impedance Measurements. In order to use tl_ tank as part of the self-
excited oscillator system, it was necessary to determine tank input impedance
as a function of dielectric fill• To this end, measurements were taken
at 5-gallon increments, using a VHF bridge excited by a slgn;_!gel_rator. _
Resor_nce %ms detected by a sharp dip on a meter which measured reflected
power from the tank through a directional coupler.
The results of the impedance measurements ar_ sho_n in Figures 3 3 and _ _
The plane of reference of the input impedance _as ts_en at the top of the _
input connector. The real part of the :mpedance varied between a low of
!
_4 vhms and a high of 94 ohms. The imaginary Dart, as expected, varied
o_er a wider range. The real part reflects the _mil and dielectric con-
ductance losses in the tan]:s _hich do not vary cre_tly o,er the frequency
range of the _MO10 mode. Because the tanh inductive and capacitive reactance
add to zero at each resozmnce, the imagi.narypar_ of the h._.pedanceis only
_7
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t_ loop Ir.ductivereactance which can _ry ratl_r widel_vover the 1
frequency range. A subsequent measurement of loop inductive r-_.actance _
as a function of frequency is shown in Figure 35. It does not vary in a
manner similar to the tank inductive reactance. The loop reactance w_s !
measured _y _rying only the slgnal-g_nerator frequency _ith an empty _
tank - the tank being deco_d from the loop when not in resonanca. The
tank Impedance, on the other hand, was determined as a function of dielectric
content.
It is suspected that the dielectric produced capacitive effects that did _
nos-sho_ up in the loop reactance measurement. It is certain
!,
that the changing inductive reactance _as due to the change of the loop
reactance with frequency because there was no other net reactance in t_ ._
system at resonance.
S_elf-_eited System. The problems of maintaining seLf-oscillation over
the fill range of the copper tank _ere quite similar to those encountered
in th_ RP-1 and LOX tests with the aluminum tank. Cable lengths from ['
the tank to the amplifier input and output can be tailored so that the
impedance is pure real at a given frequency. If the required cable lengths
correspond to the middle of the frequency range, subsequent phase shifts
at other resonant frequencies of the tank would be small enough so that
oscillation could still be maintained at a given resonant frequency. Two
cable lengths could then be chosen for botL Input and output, such that
th_ !u_ut or output impedance is pure real, referenced from the amplifier _,
termln_i_ (so-called plane of "detuned short" or "detuned open" located '
/_ /_ away). The t_o possible resistance values are plotted in Figure 36 at
resonant frequencies corresponding to 5-gallon lncrement,_ of dielectric.
61
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Cable lenzt_-_were selected for the 3.<0Mc frequency. _hlch -.asmidfrequency
for the _4010 mode. The cable lerg_thfrom the output of the amplifier to
I
the tank was tailored so that the "_mplifierwou'-doperate into an impedance
of about 455 ok_s. The input cable was tailored so that the amplifier m._
; would see a 5.5-ohm source irapedance. This was to satlsfy the conditions
_,_ source and loa_ing At with a._ of feedir_ the amp]'_ier _. a lov " Z _ ....
relatively high impedance. The signal was detected with a sampiir_-oscil-
loscope on the input or output. Measurements were taken with a balanced
modulator both on and off the output of the amplifier. Rout" measuremengs
: of oscillation frequency were made from ti_ oscilloscope trace.
In t.herange of 17 to 35 gallons of dielectric, the output of the amplifier
wa_ measured as shown in Figare 37- In the range between 17 and 25
gallons, the waveform _as distorted and changes in period indicated mode
jumping. At this pclnt, dropout occurred over a 4-gallon interval when
the L_lanced modulator was connected to the amplifier output. With t_
balanced modulator removed, oscillations started again after 2 quarts of
dielectric were added to the tar/<. Stro:%zoscillations with good waveform
4 continued to the 35-gallon level. Add._tionally, there was ro mode Jumping
over this range.
Starting with an empty tank, the input waveform to the amplifier _as monl-
I tored with the sampling oscilloscope. From 0 to 9 gallons, the _aveform
was clean and undistorted and increased gradually as would normally be
_i expected. At 9 gallons, the o_cillations ceased, with the balanced modu-
lator on the amplifier output, but only for a range of 1.5 gallons. Without
'b
[_ the modulator, good results continued until the flll reached 14 gallons.
• A_ this poln_: the.tank Jumped to a higher mode of oscillation, _Ith
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a period of 2.2 nanoseconds or around 450 Mc. This mode continued to t_K
: 17-gallon level. Results described above are shown in Figure 38.
The self-exclted operation _ith pol_st_Tenc pellet dielectric material
in the copper ta_, the follo_Jlr_zfactors were evident: i
!
O Without the balanced _odulator in the cii-cult, the tarsi osclli&tioD_
were sustained over the cntlre fill range, except for a short interval
between 26 and 26.5 ga!).ons of fill. Ho_ever, a high order mode was
sustained between 14 and 26 gallons, rather than the anticipated _MO10
J_
mode. _
O With the balanced modulator attached to the ampllfiez output, there
were several wide gaps in which oscillations did not occur in any mode.
It is evident that the balanced modulator presented a loadlr_ problem,
with a resulting decrease in loop gain.
The results cf the measurements and experience gained throughout the testing
show that care must be exercised An the design of an P2 liquid level sensing
! system. However, the requirements are no more demanding then for any
_z
other RF system. Consideri_ the _lide range of application as far as
materials and ta_ configurations, the investigation has proven that thls
_i_ is a feasible technique. A design for a specific application at a more
favorable _equency should varify these observations.
.4
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LCON_LUSIONS
The following conclusions are hazed or. t_heresults of the laboratory
Investigation:
o Tim RF resonant " "_c_.v_y sensi_ technique foi-determining liquid level
L
Iv
in fuel tan/_sis feasible.
i
!
o The accuracy of the tecknique _.;ashigher _.hanthe accuracy of avail-
able measu_h_ systems used for comparison. BI
o Proper selection of mode, probe location, and circuitry -_ouldresult
_ in unwanted mode suppression and prevent mode jumping.
_ o The system response time is limited only by readout or printout
equipment. It is conceivabL that the t_chnlque could be used for _-
flow measurement_.
o Surface cor_ditlonsinfluence the accuracy; however, neither ta_
tilt a_les up to 60" from the axis, surface boiling nor sloshing
]ntroduced serious errors.
._ o A self-osclllatins system can be designed for most applications.
4 The selection of the 24" cryogenic taN_ for this investigation imposed
de_ndlng dlzcuit loading and matching problems because of the i.artlcular
i{ resonant frequency 'mnd.
o Internal tarl_ geometry such as "_-'_ffles, suct, ion lines, internal i_u-
ii_ latlon, must be taken into conaideratlon _hen designing an RF resonant
cavity sensl_ system.
*,i o Cursory Investlgatlon of oper_tlon under zero "g" condltlon yielded
4
•_ enccn_aging resul:'s.
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/,
.. o T._...resonant frequency etuwes resulti2_ froratit experimental data
• I^ - .
are true oe,mv-_o._ and di1'i'erfrom tl_etheoretical curves because
the theoretical craves are prlm_rily 3 point carves.
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RECO,'.2,_EI_TI01_S
I_msLmch as the results of the laboratory investization have been
favorable At is reco:_mendedt]_t the puoLo:amproceed as follo_s :
<
o A larger tank installation be z_de and cryogenic testin_ be conducted
at the Lockheed C1"yogenicTest Facilities at the Santa Craz Test Base.
=_
o A similar large scale test bc conducted at the Lockheed Moffett Hangar
: facilities with RP-I.
0 Zero "g" simulated tests be continued within the cost and schedule of
_, the contract.
o A computer program be prepared so chat more points for the theoretical
curves may be plotted. The rcsults of this should varify or cause
further study to determine the reason for the difference between the
stralght-line theoretical curves and those obtained from the plots of _'
; the experimental data[_
o A stud_-of radiation effects on the performance of the RF cavity be
conducted. Levels weald be based upon exposures at various orbits
_ and mlsslon durations.
It is further recommended that the last three items be conducted in lieu
_,, of the liquid 6xygen testing. There would be no resulting impact on
:,- the contract cost or schedule.
_ir
ii
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